
Backend PHP/Laravel Developer
Sociuu is a tech company and we are developing our very own SaaS solution for Employee
Advocacy and we have continued to grow in both size and development.
We are looking for our latest member of our backend development team.

Why
There are in total 14 Sociuuians spread across Denmark, The Netherlands, Germany and the
UK. We are a startup at heart and we work to make a friendly and pleasant work environment
where each employee has a voice. You are not just a piece in the puzzle but actively help to
make key decisions, what technologies to use, how the structure and architecture is defined,
roadmap and planning. To put it shortly: This is everyone's product. We are proud of it and are
motivated to make the best software for our clients.

The Work Culture
Our stack is traditional in many senses but our product is not. We are utilizing many latest
technologies, paradigms and approaches and at the same time lean against the communities,
well-tested languages and frameworks and do not try to reinvent the wheel where we don’t need
to. With smart solutions and structure we keep our fast-growing SaaS product in constant
change with emphasis on user-driven features and stability.

We help each other where we can and share the victories together. We share to fix where is
needed and share to keep all of our clients happy and able to use our platform.
We acknowledge our mistakes and learn from them, producing even better code and shipping
an even better product.

The Stack

Backend Stack
● PHP7.x
● Laravel 8 + laravel modules and extension (e.g. socialite)
● Laravel queues, jobs and schedules
● OAuth 2.0 integrations
● Webhooks
● Redis
● Composer
● MySQL database

System and infrastructure
● Linux servers
● Kubernetes & Docker
● Open Telekom Cloud (Telekom Cloud Provider)
● Gitlab
● Jenkin CI/CD
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Our frontend is running the latest version of Angular and Angular Material on top of Nginx

About you
● Words like Queues, jobs and Schedule, Eloquent and Horizon are no stranger to you.
● You have 3+ years of experience in developing real-product software in PHP7
● You are proficient in Laravel and have a deep understanding of the basics as well as the

advanced concepts.
● You write well-structured, efficient and maintainable code and actively keep the quality of

the codebase in check.
● You have excellent analytical and problem-solving skills.
● You are used to working in an English-speaking environment.
● You love to work in a startup environment with everything that involves: The flexibility, the

involvement and having insights into multiple areas and technologies. To have a direct
influence on the product and the future of Sociuu and the SaaS platform. Sometimes the
days can be hectic and sometimes we have all the time in the world to research and
optimise.

● You take pride in your work and strive to expand your knowledge and skills.

Our backend is running on a familiar and stable setup which includes PHP running the latest
Laravel framework with MySQL database.
All of this is managed by our Kubernetes infrastructure.

We offer
● Competitive salary
● 5 weeks of paid vacation
● Attractive office in central Copenhagen
● Coffee, lunch and snacks
● A funny workplace with great colleagues and interesting development opportunities and

challenges

You will join a small but growing development team that cares about each other and cares about
the product. As we grow so can your role in Sociuu too.

About Sociuu
Sociuu offers a SaaS solution for companies to enable them to utilise and expand Employee
Advocacy by enabling employees to share company-related information and content on their
own, personal, social media profiles. This creates value for both the company and the employee
and helps boost the brand recognition and to increase employee involvement. This is why
Employee Advocacy, despite being a new marketing concept, has gained much tracking and
popularity around the world and Sociuu has since the beginning grown and kept to be one of the
biggest Employee Advocacy platforms.

Send your application to emil@sociuu.com
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